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where I current; p, conduction electron density; and A, the 
cross-sectional area of wire. 

Thus, the electric potential arising round a neutral ring 
conductor (a turn) is proportional to the current squared ex
cited in it. As it seems, this is observed in the experiment 
with a superconducting coil consisting of an aggregate of such 
turns. In this connection it should be marked that the measu
rement of the electric field of atoms allowed one to determine 
directly the motion velocity of electrons in them. 
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The essense of the present effect is the appearance of the electric field 
round an electrically neutral conductor after current excitation in it (without 
external admission of electrons). A similar effect was possibly observed in the 
seventies [ 1—3 J; recently a new experiment |4 ] has been performed by the sa
me authors. 

11 is usually considered that the cause of arising the electric field is the ap
pearance of the conductor electric charge. Since the number of electrons does 
not change when the current is excited and, as before, it is equal to the number 
of ions, the total electric charge is invariable too. Therefore according to the ge
nerally accepted opinion, the electric field, one would think, should not arise 
and after putting conduction electrons into motion. 

Earlier when clearing up the field nature of a pair of electrical charges of 
different signs, one of which is moving |51, we have however answered a similar 
question affirmatively. The appearance of the electric field in this case was con
ditioned by different behaviours of the field of resting and moving charges. The 
appearance of new articles devoted to this problem |6—91 induced us to d. velop 
the corresponding calculation. 

Let us consider a ring conductor with steady conduction currents. For an 
electric potential reated by resting positive charges (ions) of the length element 
Л .v = г Д /) we have 

А Ф + = p*As/R. (1) 

Here r is the ring radius; <p, the azimuthal angle (in the ring plane); p* the 
linear density of ions*; R is expressed through the distance from the . ing center 
to the point of potential measuring У? by the formula 

1/2 
R = (R2

c+r2-2Rcr sin0cos<p\ , (2) 

where в is the meridional angle. 
Based on Lienard — Wiechert's potential for the field created by moving 

conduction electrons (when they move in the observation direction) we have 

* Before current excitation its value is equal exactly to the corresponding conduction electron 
density (with an opposite sign) 



АФ _=p{ As / /R-PRC s\nesin<p\. (3) 

Since under condition the number of electrons does not change after putting 
them into motion, the equality 

has to take place, where L is the conductor length. Whence with evidence it fol
lows thatp L = - p*L- It should be stressed here lha\p7 is the instant density, 
i.e., electrons are taken simultaneously. 

As is easily seen, the sum of (1) and (3) is different from zero, and for the 
total potential after integration over y? we also have (he value not equal to zero 
[10). Here we want to pay attention to the following. In the kindred example 
with a moving electrically neutral current-carrying conductor (see, e.g., 111 |) 
the appearance (i.e. non-invariance) of the charge is in fact conditioned by the 
use of such a notion as instant length. In this case one deals with the produced 
notion — instant density. But we are interested in (he field created by the consi
dered conductorat the given poinl. For this evidently the signals (here their role 
plays an electromagnetic field), arrived in this point at an instant of time, were 
emitted by the elements of the conductorat different moments. 

But this question is analogous to the problem on the behaviour of visible si
zes of fast-moving objects (see, e.g., 112 )). Thus, in order to answer the posed 
question consistently, we have to take retardation into account. In this case it is 
expressed by the time difference of signal sendings (A /) from the ends of the 
considered element of the conductor. If electrons move in the observation direc
tion, some part of electrons leaves the given element during the lime A /. Taking 
into account the retardation, for conduction electron density we obtain 

pr

L=PL (I -fiRc sine sin <p/R\. (5) 

Whence in view of (3) and (4) we conclude that the total potential of the eleclric 
field created by the conductor element A s is 

д Ф = Д Ф + + А Ф1 = 0 . (6) 

Absolutely analogous reasoning for Ihe other half of the ring (when electrors 
move in the opposite direction) leads to the same result. 

Thus, as it follows from our discourses, the electric field round the initially 
neutral current-carrying conductor does not arise even after putting conduction 
electrons into motion. We leave aside the question on a possible increase of the 
mean electron radius as a result of motion in comparison with the ion one. 

The author thanks G.N. Afanasiev for stimulating discussions. 
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Стрельцов В.Н. Д2-92-196 
Об ЭКЛ-эффекте 

В опытах Эдвардса и др. проводились измерения электрического поля 
около нейтрального проводника после возбуждения в нем тока. Выполнен
ные на основе потенциала Лиенара — Вихерта и с учетом запаздывания 
расчеты показали, что в экспериментах подобного типа электрическое поле 
не должно возникать. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 

Сообщение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1992 

Slrcl'tsov V.N. D2-92-196 
On the EKL-Effecl 

An investigation of the electric field around a neutral conductor aftersteady 
conduction current excitation in it was carried out in the experiments of Edwards 
et al. The calculations performed on the basis of Lienard — Wiechert's potential 
and taking into account retardation show that the electric field must not arise in 
experiments of a similar type. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
JINR. 
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